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Foreword
After years of speculation, it’s finally happened. Netflix, the
standard bearer for the ad-free subscription streaming
model, has announced plans to launch an ad-supported tier.
So too has Disney+, one of its closest rivals in the fight for
paying subscribers.
It turns out, as many have said for years, that the economics
of television haven’t changed quite so substantially as
Netflix executives (and perhaps its rapid subscriber growth)
might have had you believe. Quality TV is expensive to make,
consumers have limited budgets, and advertising is an
effective way to keep it affordable - especially as effective
ad targeting and innovative formats enable lower ad loads.
The broadcasters, with whom Netflix will now be competing
for ad spend, look ready for the fight. Across Europe we’re
seeing broadcasters continue to go all-in on their CTV
offerings: from ITV’s launch of ITVX, to RTL’s quick progress
on its RTL+ subscription targets, to NENT’s entire streamingfocused rebrand to Viaplay.
Some believe Netflix and Disney+ will revolutionise
CTV advertising, but I don’t think that’s the case. They
will be building on, and borrowing from, the standards
and innovations laid down by the broadcasters, ad tech
companies, and agencies which have already invested
heavily in ad-supported CTV. Of course Xandr, whose parent
company Microsoft has been tasked with building Netflix’s
ad business, and Disney-owned streaming service Hulu have

themselves contributed to these foundations.
We’re extremely proud to be partnering with many of those
CTV innovators for this year’s guide. We’d like to thank all our
partners, as well as all of those we’ve interviewed, for their
fantastic contributions. And as always, our hope is that the
insight and explanation contained in this guide will help you
understand the CTV landscape as it currently is, and how to
prepare for where it’s likely to go.

Tim Cross
Assistant Editor

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM CTV IN 2023

Ian Whittaker

Founder and Managing Director | Liberty Sky Advisors
When I was asked to write a piece on how CTV advertising would develop over the next 12 months, the first thing that came
into my head was a famous US Supreme Court case in 1964 regarding the definition of obscenity.

Justice Potter Stewart stated “I shall not today attempt further to define the kinds of material I understand to
be embraced... [b]ut I know it when I see it ...”.

That may seem an odd way to start an article on CTV but I think it’s crucial. CTV is a phrase well bandied, but where different
people have different interpretations. That has crucial implications for how far CTV advertising progresses, as I will show later.
Having said that, let’s start out with the more obvious factors that will impact the development of the CTV advertising market.
Firstly, the advertising environment. Fears over recession are mounting and, as advertising is correlated historically with
economic growth, that is raising concerns over 2023 advertising spend.
The picture is more complicated than that (I would argue there are grounds for believing advertising may be in a structural
growth phase and, crucially, the United States looks to be in a healthy position for now) but the macro picture will determine
CTV advertising growth. I believe it will grow even if advertising generally falls sharply, but the growth rate will obviously be
impacted.
The macro environment also is likely to exacerbate the second point, namely continued signs that subscription video on-demand
(SVOD) penetration is flatlining. This is likely to push more of the streaming players towards ad-supported video on-demand
(AVOD) and free ad-supported streaming TV (FAST) to support both revenue and subscriber growth.

US SVOD penetration is over 80 percent according to Kantar,
with each household having nearly four services on average.
In Europe, there is research in several countries suggesting
both that SVOD penetration is unlikely to reach US levels,
and that consumers are unwilling to pay substantially more.
On top of that, there are also signs – particularly in Europe
– that the macro situation is leading consumers to cancel
their packages. The shift to a greater focus on AVOD will help
boost the CTV advertising market.
Thirdly, there is the launch of Disney+’s and Netflix’s
advertising offerings. Disney+ launches its product in the
United States later this year while it is likely to take 12-24
months for Netflix to ramp up significantly.
Both have recruited powerful partners (Disney with The
Trade Desk, Netflix with Xandr). Both seem to be pricing at a
premium. We do not know Netflix’s exact plans, yet Disney’s
strategy – keep your $7.99 per month price and take adverts
or take a $3 per month price rise for no ads – is smart,
reducing the risk of churn while potentially providing a
significant audience for adverts. The CTV advertising market
will be given a major boost by the introduction of these
services. Yet, with concerns around TV inflation mounting
and signs of resistance to Disney+’s proposed CPM rates, it
may be wise to exercise caution.
Fourthly, consideration of the strategy of other players in
the streaming space is also important. A feature of the Q2
results season was increasing signs of corporate weariness
as streaming subscriber growth plateaued and losses
mounted (Comcast’s Peacock service had flat subscriber
growth in Q2 yet is still forecasting the service will lose $2.5
billion in EBITDA losses this year). This was most visibly
expressed by Warner Bros Discovery whose CEO David
Zaslav made clear that, while streaming would continue to
be a priority, no longer would WBD design its entire strategy
around its needs.

This could play out in several ways. Some players may
decide to retire from the streaming space altogether and/
or merge to create bigger players. What that means for CTV
advertising is uncertain. My guess is that it will accelerate
the shift in focus towards AVOD/FAST.
Fifthly, there are the actions of the existing broadcasters. In
Europe, most free-to-air broadcasters have launched their
AVOD services which are growing, in most cases, rapidly.
This causes a further complication in viewing how well
CTV advertising will grow, and it relates back to my point
earlier about the definition of CTV. In virtually all cases, the
broadcasters are bundling in sales of their linear product
with AVOD, blurring the definition of what is ‘traditional’ TV
advertising spend and what may be part of CTV (the same
is happening in the United States). That bundling is likely
to continue. We are likely to see quite wide differences in
estimates on CTV advertising depending on what is included.
Sixthly, what happens to TV advertising budgets. The
death of traditional TV advertising has been proclaimed for
well over a decade yet, in many countries, TV advertising
revenues are above 2019 levels, different to print post-the
2008/9 financial crisis.
The declining audiences, particularly amongst younger
viewers, and the accompanying inflation in CPT TV prices
is raising questions yet, as the growth in AVOD has shown,
the broadcasters have cards to play. There are several other
factors that suggest the shift in advertising spend may
be more delayed. Firstly, natural conservatism amongst
advertisers. Secondly, the reversal of the argument that
linear TV’s decline was inevitable due to the growth of SVOD.
Thirdly, the dangers of assuming the 16-34s of today will
never watch TV in their 40s and 50s.

Finally, one point to consider: could CTV advertising benefit
from the growing signs of structural weakness amongst the
biggest players in the digital video space i.e. Meta, YouTube,
Snap etc?
The last several quarters of results have shown slowing
growth at the major tech giants and the evidence is
increasingly pointing to Apple’s privacy changes, together
with increasing regulation and the upcoming ending of
cookies, driving an increasing questioning from advertisers
of the big platforms’ ability to deliver targeted audiences.
If those concerns continue to mount, there is an argument
advertising money may shift and CTV may be one of the
major beneficiaries.
I think that’s it.
Here is to an eventful next 12 months.

FIVE PRIORITIES TO HELP MARKETERS SHAPE
STRONG CTV MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR 2023

Thomas Bremond

SVP & Chief Revenue Officer, International | FreeWheel
Premium video advertising on connected TV is seeing
rapid progress. So how can marketers play their part in its
evolution in the coming year?

Think like a viewer
The TV landscape’s diversification has created many
opportunities to explore and challenges to overcome for
marketers, but viewers have a clear focus: access premium
content on their preferred screens, whenever they want.
Whether it’s free ad-supported streaming services or
subscription-based ones; linear TV or broadcast video-ondemand; viewers simply want to watch their favourite shows.
This emphasises the need for marketers to prioritise the
viewing experience above all else, keeping ad quantity,
frequency, and relevancy top of mind to preserve the
premium video experience across CTV channels.

Don’t buy content, buy audiences
We must adapt our approach to ad buying. If we enable
marketers to purchase audiences rather than content,
we can ensure a highly relevant advertising experience
for viewers, alongside greater efficiency and precision for
buyers. Aggregation is critical for making this possible.
While that may sound contradictory, collating bigger pools
of inventory will let buyers reach desired audiences at scale.

Join the measurement dots
From major industry events and conversations with clients,
we know that media measurement is what’s on everyone’s
minds. The fragmentation of the landscape has meant that
neither legacy systems or emerging alternatives have so far
been able to provide unified, cross-channel measurement,
but this is vital for maximising advertising impact across TV
and video, including the CTV space. Marketers need stronger
measurement capabilities to not only optimise campaigns
and monitor cross-platform reach and frequency, but also
scale unified media planning and buying.

Better connections equal a stronger
ecosystem
Connections underpin the current evolution of the TV and
video ecosystem. We’re making progress towards linking
inventory sources, bringing buyers and sellers closer
together, and uniting linear and advanced TV. Stronger
connections between industry players will be essential for
overcoming challenges, helping to build a CTV landscape
that benefits everyone, especially viewers.

Crackdown on complexity
There are three key components to simplifying the
ecosystem. The first is improving measurement frameworks
to make monitoring cross-screen performance easier.
The second is concentrating on solutions that let sellers
consolidate yield optimisation across platforms and
streamline ad buying for marketers. The third is ensuring
compatibility of current and future technologies. Greater
interoperability will allow marketers to work frictionlessly
with all media partners and platforms, which will be crucial
in the evolution of the complex CTV space.

FreeWheel, A Comcast Company, empowers all segments
of The New TV Ecosystem. We provide the technology,
data enablement, and convergent marketplaces required to
ensure buyers and sellers can transact across all screens,
across all data types, and all sales channels.

www.freewheel.com

WHAT THE ADVANCED TV ADVERTISING LANDSCAPE
WILL LOOK LIKE IN 2023: THREE TAKEAWAYS
According to the results of a recent survey*, “2023 Advanced TV Uncovered,” from AudienceXpress, the prospects for Advanced
TV advertising in Europe remain strong in the face of economic uncertainty.
AudienceXpress, which enables buyers to take an audience-based approach to purchasing premium, multi-platform TV
advertising and measure performance across screens, surveyed advertisers and agencies in five EU countries – the UK,
Germany, France, Italy, and Spain – to understand current attitudes towards marketing spend, confidence in Advanced TV, and
what we can expect in 2023.

2 out of 3
marketers
are looking
to continue
marketing spend
and not ‘go dark’
over the next
12-months.

Get to know
more about
the survey!

High
advanced TV
78% of marketers
expect to increase
ad spend in the
different channels

Marketers are
investing in
VOD and FAST
95% of media
agencies intend
to increase their
spend on these
ad-supported
platforms

* Source: Survey conducted by CoLab Media Consulting for AudienceXpress, with 500 Marketers from UK, France, Germany, Italy and Spain
(“EU5”) conducted between July 18 and 22, 2022

Our survey shows that optimism remains strong
in the Advanced TV space, with marketers being
prepared to weather the economic headwinds
into 2023. Viewers’ appetite for high quality video
content will continue to attract media spend,
especially for ad-supported VOD platforms.
Almost nine in 10 marketers plan to increase their
investment in these channels as they aim to reach
their audiences through premium video inventory.
With respondents also citing data targeting as
the main driver of overall Advanced TV spend
growth, we believe AudienceXpress will support
marketers’ priorities by giving them access to
the right audiences across the various platforms,
and by measuring how well their campaigns
are working will be key factors for advertisers
and agencies when it comes to future budget
allocation.

Massimo de Magistris
VP, Demand Sales & Strategy,
AudienceXpress

In June 2022, FreeWheel rolled out International
Multi-Screen Media Solution for Premium TV Video
Advertising based on Audience Planning with the
launch of its AudienceXpress Brand.

www.audiencexpress.com

HOW CAN WE MAXIMISE THE VALUE
OF CONNECTED TV FOR ADVERTISERS
AND MEDIA OWNERS?

Hitesh Bhatt

Director, CTV/OTT - EMEA | PubMatic
Over the past 2 years, the connected TV (CTV) market has exploded, creating a
wealth of new advertising opportunities for brands and a new revenue stream for
media owners. Unlike linear TV which is planned and bought using panel-based data,
programmatic CTV advertising is bought on an impression-by-impression basis via
an auction. For media buyers and sellers this creates an opportunity to streamline the
transaction process, however, there are technology challenges that prevail and often
create a less than ideal advertising experience for viewers, brands, and media owners.
CTV is TV. The medium is the same and the audience is doing the same thing regardless
of whether the content is being consumed via broadcast or streaming services. From
an advertising perspective, consumers want the same smooth experience they’re
used to on linear TV on CTV platforms, and brands want the same control over
frequency and competitive separation. The challenge is that the technology used to
buy CTV advertising has not been built with this in mind which can potentially result
in clunky, repetitive advertising.
Most content providers rely on supply-side platforms (SSPs) to monetise their content
via ad breaks - known as ‘ad pods’ - to streamline the selling process, increase demand,
and maximise yield. This is something that is commonplace in online advertising and
what SSPs have been built to do. So what’s the difference? Lack of standardisation
and unification.

Why does unification
matter?
Unification is the way by which we ensure that there is a
fair value exchange between advertisers, media owners,
and consumers and a fair value exchange relies on creating
great experiences. This is where the CTV industry is lagging
broadcast TV and other digital channels.
For example, let’s say an automotive brand has done a direct
deal with a CTV media owner for a set number of impressions;
the media owner also sells inventory via multiple SSPs; and
the same brand, along with other automotive brands, uses
a DSP to buy additional CTV inventory. The current lack of
unification means that the following scenarios are possible:
the automotive brand’s ad runs twice back-to-back (once
from the direct buy and once from the programmatic buy)
or the automotive brand’s ad is immediately followed by a
competitor’s ad because the category is not passed to the
SSP. Neither of these scenarios is good for consumers,
either of the brands or the media owner.

Is the CTV industry heading
in the right direction?
It’s clear to see that CTV needs a code of conduct to solve
these issues, and one potential option is something akin
to Prebid.js and the principles of Prebid.org used in display
and video advertising. Prebid.org promotes fairness and
transparency through its Code of Conduct which requires all
member companies to abide by a set of rules that ensure
fair auctions.
By setting standards that ensured fair and transparent
auctions, Prebid provided publishers with the option to
choose their tech stack separately from their demand
partners which meant publishers could find the combination
that maximised their yield and best served their needs.
Unfortunately, CTV unified auctions are not heading in the
same direction. Too many vendors are trying to leverage their
demand for preferential access or trying to use control of
one part of the ad stack to restrict publisher choice in other
components. For programmatic CTV to become a fair and
transparent marketplace, we need the principles that Prebid.
org championed on the web to become industry standard
for CTV, such as having a fair wrapper and designing for
interoperability.
Demand partners should be willing to bid into unified
auctions where the operator has agreed to fair and
transparent auctions. Vendors throughout the stack should
be willing to interoperate with the publisher’s choice of
components and not restrict publishers from using their full
stack. These changes won’t happen unless publishers insist
their vendors adhere to principles of fairness, transparency,
and interoperability.

What else needs to change?

Planning ahead

Today, we know that CTV contributes to total reach, we
just don’t know the scale of that contribution because we
can’t measure CTV audiences in the same way that TV
audiences have been measured for the past 50 years. This
measurement challenge is what is keeping CTV and linear
TV separate on media plans and preventing advertisers from
having a single source of truth that proves the effectiveness
of CTV.

Another question we must ask ourselves when it comes to
CTV is: How do we build scale so that the open market offers
a viable alternative for advertisers to the walled gardens of
Amazon and YouTube. The solution is to bring together
content that can’t be accessed elsewhere and make that
highly discoverable. This is a responsibility that lies with
smart TV manufacturers - many of whom are moving
towards or are already media platforms/sellers.

If we’re going to create a level playing field where linear, BVOD,
AVOD, and SVOD are planned and bought under the umbrella
of “TV” we need to work together to help advertisers measure
incremental reach, attribution, and frequency management
when they plan and buy in all TV environments. It is our
responsibility to provide proof to advertisers and agencies
that CTV delivers against KPIs and should be considered
simply “TV”.

We need to make it easy for brands to transition from
traditional to addressable and for new, smaller brands
to enter the space. In the short term, we need to solve
four things if we are to maximise the value of CTV for
advertisers and media owners. Firstly, we need to fix the
user experience by applying the correct technology solutions
for the environment. This needs to be done in a unified,
standardised way to foster the merging of broadcast TV and
CTV and help brands transition to a new way of planning and
buying. Thirdly, we need to establish how to measure and
attribute performance across the newly defined TV. Finally,
we need to ensure that the best possible data signals exist
in this ecosystem for brands and media owners to create a
fair financial exchange.
The future of TV for consumers is a hybrid model where
we traverse from broadcast to SVOD, to BVOD, to AVOD
and the advertising industry must ensure that it operates
accordingly.

PubMatic (Nasdaq: PUBM), is an independent
technology company delivering digital advertising’s
supply chain of the future.

www.pubmatic.com

DIAL UP YOUR IMPACT WITH CTV, THE
RISING STAR OF CREATIVE ATTENTION

Sarah Lewis

Global Director of CTV | ShowHeroes Group
Just like the music streaming giants that replaced CDs – and before that, cassettes – it will soon be hard to imagine a world
where CTV is not pivotal to audience engagement. In a sphere that’s growing at an exponential pace – IAB predicts a 39
percent increase in CTV ad spend this year, with Mordor Intelligence forecasting a $227bn market by 2026 – all eyes are on
how exactly users behave in digital’s next big frontier.
In an era where in-stream video ads can be delivered contextually to multiple household members at once, the potential
for marketers to reach the right audiences with the right content has never been clearer. Timing, however, is everything and
brands must align multiple moving pieces to unleash CTV’s masterstroke potential.

39
Increase in
CTV ad spend

%

Market by 2026

227bn

Scan the QR code below to read
ShowHeroes Group’s biometric
CTV report in full.

The attention sweet spot

Contextual CTV

A creative edge

The challenge of engaging CTV audiences starts with
understanding what motivates them. A study commissioned
by ShowHeroes Group earlier this year sought to explore this
question, using electrodermal response and eye-tracking
technology to assess unconscious viewing behaviour.

This study is important because it reveals, in unprecedented
detail, how the CTV user experience takes shape. The data
points to the relaxed, high-impact environment of CTV
providing the perfect conditions for audiences to receive and
remember ad messaging.

Results from the analysis, conducted by independent
research agency COG, were striking. Biometric data revealed
an 82 percent attention rate for CTV content, compared to
69 percent for linear TV and 42 percent for YouTube. During
CTV ad breaks, viewers were found to be in the “engagement
zone” 71 percent of the time according to their electrodermal
responses. This is 11 percent higher than when watching
YouTube. When attention and engagement results were
overlaid, CTV viewing emerged as the clear frontrunner –
with 51 percent of viewers’ time spent in this optimal state.

Highly engaged and receptive, they are paying attention and
ready to take action – creating an opportunity that may be
even bigger than previously assumed.

To really go that extra mile with CTV impact, advertisers
also need to be pushing the limits of creative execution.
With advances in smartphone cameras and contactless
tech, for example, QR code usage is on the rise, presenting
huge opportunities for advertisers wanting to ride the CTV
wave. You only have to look at the phenomenal success of
Coinbase’s bouncing QR code Super Bowl ad earlier this year
to understand how powerful this format can be in driving
conversions.

A follow-up survey of 2,100 TV viewers in seven European
regions delved further into the topic of ad receptiveness.
Responses showed that viewers perceive CTV ad breaks to
be shorter, more relevant and better quality than linear TV
advertising. And because of this receptiveness, they’re more
driven to take action.
An impressive 43 percent of users searched for a product
because of seeing an ad on CTV, while a third visited a
website and 1 in 5 bought a product. Users are willing to
accept the trade-off between free content for ads, too: 57
percent preferred to watch ad-supported free content rather
than increase their monthly SVOD services.

For advertisers to make the most of this emerging screen,
however, they must also view it within the wider context of
the shifting digital landscape. As we look to a cookieless era,
with leading SVOD players such as Netflix reverting to adsupported content, marketers are able to craft a bold new
standard of CTV advertising.
One vital element of this is contextual tech: 67 percent of
users from our study said they would prefer to watch CTV
ads that are relevant to the content they’re watching, making
it a must-have for brands reaching for impact in the video
market.

QR codes in CTV means leveraging a behaviour that
audiences are already instinctively familiar with in many
aspects of life (for instance, by ordering off menus, or making
payments). And it also plays into the interconnectivity that
exists between CTV and phones in the multi-screen setting
most of us now operate in.
A call to action that links through to a microsite, a special
campaign deal, or even Google Map directions to your nearest
physical brand store, could be a clever way of capitalising on
CTV attention levels. But it’s not the only interactive avenue
for marketers to experiment with. Other ideas that lie at
the crossover between creatives and ad tech may include
a live countdown with real-time messaging, for example, or
the use of voice command ads. Record numbers of people
are now cutting the cord, creating huge potential in CTV
as one of digital’s most lucrative domains for ad attention.
Understanding how users behave in this expanding realm,
and using that knowledge in combination with contextual
and creative solutions, is the ticket to unlocking major
growth ahead.

ShowHeroes is an innovative European digital tech and
media group, and a leading provider of video solutions
for publishers and advertisers.

www.showheroes.com

HOW TO MARRY PERFORMANCE
AND BRAND IN CTV

Laura Chaibi

Int’l Director of Ad Marketing and Insights | Roku
Whether you are a seasoned marketer with omni-channel experience building fame, a brand planner seeking incremental audience reach or a grassroots growth hacker who has maximised
all digital has to offer and is ready to push beyond digital boundaries to TV scale, connected TV (CTV) is the place to be.
TV streaming advertising enables marketers to gain access to big-screen, living room advertising opportunities that can deliver a range of end-to-end marketing goals. It is also an accessible
solution for multiple types of marketers with different buying skillsets and strengths.

There are three marketer types maximising CTV advertising:
Bring your existing craft and expertise with executing media campaigns and enter the CTV ecosystem, where the best of TV and digital come together.

1

The Digital Native

2

The TV Buyer

3

Omni-Channel Experts

Focus User action

Focus Viewer coverage

Focus Building fame through engaging real streamers

Typical brands D2C, category disrupters (fintech,
delivery, and ride-hail), e-commerce, mobile apps,
gaming, digital subscriptions

Typical brands Long or infrequent purchase cycles
(insurance, tech, telco, annual renewals, FMCG brands
focused on top of mind, value, and volume shares)

These are digital natives likely working on directto-consumer (D2C) brands running campaigns
with performance mindsets and programmatic
experience. Testing, learning to optimise WHAT
you want consumers to do (think cost per…), and
measurable actions are expected. These brands
seek reach and immediate returns. CTV advertising
can do this at scale.

These experts focused on WHO key addressable
audiences are and WHERE they are in relevant brandsafe environments. Getting 100 percent audience
coverage to target audiences is a key objective, and
stacked incremental reach strategies are common.
Tone, media adjacency, and ‘audience fit first’ matters
as well as maximising reach and frequency—CTV
advertising supports this.

Typical brands Best-known mass-reach brands, category dominators,
formers, and leaders. Brands with long anticipation windows (i.e., movies,
new product releases). From well-established FMCG brands to the breakaway
lifestyle, sports, drinks, and tech super brands.
Being top of mind, being distinct and having all-star brand strength that
consumers follow is part of the craft of these powerhouse marketers.
Innovative CTV advertising solutions that mix ad formats and custom branded
entertainment with activation capabilities, including sales enablement that
supports the continued fame building needed to drive results. How consumers
FEEL matters, and brand and programming associations can be amplified via
custom CTV advertising—innovative storytelling made possible.

How to cross over to CTV
CTV advertising comes with a range of tools and capabilities to help different experienced buyers cross over into CTV.
1

Unifying reach to all VUERS

3

Whether it is to drive sales or propel a brand to fame, having
an unduplicated reach based on first-party data from a CTV
advertising solution means the holistic view that marketers
crave is closer to becoming reality. So, whether it is Viewers
(TV), Users (Digital), or Engaged Real Streamers, CTV is the
only place to deliver reach to all kinds of audiences in one
place.
2

Marketer metrics made easy

CTV supports the variety of metrics needed to measure
one-off activation through to always-on campaigns.
Whatever your definition of success, common preferred
KPIs and metrics to meet different buyer mindsets can be
implemented with CTV.

Example
Metrics

Digital Native

TV Buyer

Omnichannel
Expert

Cost per… |
sales | actions |
signups | sign-ins
| subscribes |
view-throughs
| clicks |
responses (KPIs
by vertical)

Target audience
reach | frequency
| program
association
metrics

POES – paid |
owned | earned |
shared | network
effects- fame
brand metrics

Meeting your activation window

CTV advertising supports same-day activation all the way
through to rules-based activations to coincide with timesensitive windowing and longer strategic planning with
custom-made solutions. So, whether it’s instant sales or
changing brand perceptions, CTV can accommodate.

Activation
window

4

Digital Native

TV Buyer

Omnichannel
Expert

Same day | Real
time

Media and
audience
windowing

Three months
planning or
longer

Measuring your preferred way

5

CTV: achieve multiple objectives

Case study Quaker Oats
Quaker Oats, a cereal brand, was faced with the challenge
of delivering performance and brand awareness for its
campaign. Working with Roku to see how TV streaming
enhanced its brand fame and drive sales, Quaker Oats saw
a 12 percent incremental reach to its traditional TV plan,
and delivered a +3.9 percent increase in sales, thanks to
the combination of data and reach levels that only CTV can
offer.
CTV provides a unique opportunity for all kinds of marketers
to cross into CTV buying, engage audiences and meet
objectives. Its distinctive overlap between digital and TV
enables buyers to work in a language and with the tools
that make sense to them. CTV is a growing medium that
will continue to innovate and solve marketers’ end-to-end
advertising needs.

Regardless of the marketer DNA, there will be objectives,
KPIs and goals laddering up to overall business goals. CTV
can uniquely support the variety of ad measurement needs
that marketers have.

Ad
measurement
and
effectiveness

Digital Native

TV Buyer

Omnichannel
Expert

Marketing
science

Ad
measurement
by objective

Brand
measurement

Algos to
maximise value
extraction
from real-time
micro-decisions
/ mass
optionality
messaging

Measurement
to optimize
audience
opportunity
and both on
and offline
measurement
solutions for
personas or
segment-based
messages

Statistics
– minimize
uncertainty
/ De-risk or
optimize macro
single message
investments

Roku pioneered streaming to the TV. Roku connects
users to the streaming content they love, enables
content publishers to build and monetise large
audiences, and provides advertisers with unique
capabilities to engage consumers.

www.roku.com

HOW TO ENGAGE WITH CUSTOMERS
IN THE ‘MESSY MIDDLE’

Samantha Lister

Senior Director Data Solutions | Finecast
As news headlines bombard us with warnings of economic downturn and generally tough days ahead, now more than ever, marketeers must remain focused, agile, and willing to explore
creative ways to target cash-strapped customers reconsidering their purchase habits. Enter ‘The Messy Middle’.
The “messy middle” is increasingly used to describe the complex space between the initial awareness of a brand and the trigger point to purchase. It is where consumers move from exploration
to evaluation as they learn more about their purchase options. This “interest and consideration” period is impacted by various factors, including time spent and mental availability. In general, the
longer a consumer spends within the purchase journey, the messier it can get. This can make it extremely hard for them to navigate and, in turn, difficult for marketers to prove the effectiveness
of their campaigns.

Switching loyalties
According to Google, when a consumer sees just the name and logo of their secondfavourite brand whilst in the messy middle, they switch loyalties 25 percent of the time.
Should they see an appealing advert during this time, they switch 87 percent of the time.
Linking the top and the bottom of the funnel by measuring share of voice (SOV) against
share of market (SoM) [Figure 1] provides a strong foundation for any marketing strategy,
but it does not provide insight on what is happening in between. We increasingly talk
nowadays about “share of attention” or “share of search” as alternatives to the increasingly
complex measurement of SOV. In this era of CTV, consumers face an incredible number
of touchpoints that can impact their mental availability for a brand and sway their
ultimate purchase consideration. It is, therefore, imperative that brands can understand
just what is happening through the purchase journey with intelligent insight.

The catalyst to long-term
success

Unlocking insight

Untangling the messy middle

Today, it is easier than ever to ensure that reach is targeted and
paid attention to through the choice of advertising platform,
application of addressability and creative optimisation. With
CTV (also sometimes referred to as addressable TV), adverts
can be targeted to specific consumer groups segmented by
geography, behaviour, or demographics.

So, what must brands do to use CTV more effectively
to best engage with the messy middle?
1. Confirm your objective there’s no point
measuring something that’s not aligned with your
campaign KPI and overriding marketing objective.

As online and offline worlds continue to merge, buyer
journeys have never been more fragmented. This is making
it harder for brands to move consumers through the sales
funnel without distractions from competitor products
shifting consumer consideration. Bringing objectives and
measurement to the centre of campaign planning is needed
to help navigate through the consumer consideration stage
so that brands can ensure that their messages are having
the intended effect.

By capturing the attention of prospective
customers on the big screen at a time when their
heads are most likely to be turned, brands can not
only benefit from short-term sales, but long-term
loyalty and everything in between.

The technical nature of CTV advertising means that
brands can also develop additional insight thanks to the
robust measurement of mid-funnel metrics. This helps
them drive their campaigns forward by better understanding
how consumers are behaving within the ocean of activity
between awareness and consideration, to the point of
purchase.
For one Telco we worked with, we developed an
Online Engagement measurement study that used
a control vs. exposed methodology to assess the
impact of a campaign on consideration KPIs. We
measured a +14% uplift for the company in online
sessions measured versus the control group.

2. Collect relevant data make sure that
measurement is part of that planning conversation
from the very start. Then decide what data you
need to make sure you can measure the relevant
KPI that that you’re trying to shift.
3. Align audience and creative to ensure you are
reaching out to the right people, with the right
message, at the right time.

Key Takeaways

4. Distinguish what’s interesting we live in a datarich, forward-thinking world. It is important to
distinguish between what data is interesting, and
what data is actionable.

While economic uncertainties might pressure marketeers
into focusing more on the top and bottom level of the
purchase funnel to maintain conversion, we must not forget
the equally important ‘messy middle’ going through similarly
turbulent times as consumers reconsider previous purchase
habits.

5. Use robust measurement don’t limit
measurement to just what’s deterministically
trackable on an impression-by-impression basis,
but approach the process holistically to give
you a better picture of what is going on by using
econometrics or control and exposed campaign
effectiveness solutions

Putting theory into practice
One large retailer we work with has been excellent at
ensuring that its creative is aligned with its overriding
objective of increasing traffic to its website. By merging
its thinking, it saw a double-digit uplift in traffic when
communicating with consumers effectively during the
messy middle.
For another retailer we worked with, we needed to better
understand how CTV was impacting mid-funnel metrics
like footfall to stores, and partnered with location-based
data partner Blis to facilitate a footfall uplift measurement
study that proved that consumers who had been exposed
to the advert exhibited a +23 percent greater increase in
store visit conversion than the control. Overall, stores in
the exposed group saw an average +5 percent uplift in
visitor numbers across the five weeks of the campaign.

The power of the big screen combined with:
1. Addressable audiences
2. Viewers that are paying attention to relevant advertising
3. Sophisticated measurement
gives CTV the power to be used as a marketing strategy to
engage consumers across the entire consumer funnel.
The technical nature of CTV provides brands with robust
capabilities of measuring every aspect of mid-level funnel
metrics and allows us to gain valuable insight on not just
how many consumers are converting but when and why
they make their decision.

Finecast is a leading addressable TV company which
enables advertisers to personalise ads across ondemand, linear and live streaming TV environments–
all through a single point of access.

www.finecast.com

BUY-SIDE VIEW

ARE WE MAKING PROGRESS ON
CTV AD FRAUD?
Maria von
Scheel-Plessen
As a newer advertising channel which attracts high CPMs, CTV
has been a major target for fraudsters.
Fraud is always a bit of a cat and mouse game, as marketers take
steps to identify fraudulent inventory, and fraudsters evolve their
tactics to remain undetected.
Is the industry making measurable progress of rooting out fraud,
and is fraud still a deterrent for advertisers who are interested in
investing in CTV?

Director EMEA
Gucci
Although CTV is currently highly popular and
on the rise for publishers to buy as inventory
seems more premium and receptive, even CTV
is not protected from ad fraud and publishers
need to be aware in order to push the industry
standard. The inventory is limited and it’s harder
for bots to access it, but fraud schemes strongly
increased by more than 70 percent from 2020
to 2021 according to DoubleVerify.
This is why it’s important to start investing in
the right tools to detect it and stop outsourcing
to external partners. Reliance on third-party
tools and private marketplaces is not enough.
For me CTV can be very impactful but I am still
awaiting a solution to ensure traffic is qualitative
and the interaction from the viewer can be
verified properly.

Ana
Camara

Patrick
Zinga
Digital Media, Data & Martech Lead
Heineken
CTV has always had a measurement issue
especially when it comes to ad verification and
reporting capabilities in general, which has
slowed the potential that the channel could reach.
Despite this, we are clearly seeing YoY increases
in investment going into the channel, as the
industry follows the consumer, with convenience
driving viewership. Of course, this means that we
should expect that fraudsters will follow and want
to take advantage of the growth in popularity and
spend in CTV.
Yes, fraud is a concern, across any platform;
we have to do our due diligence and ensure we
put best practices in place to limit the risks.
Specifically in CTV, it is at a high level now,
because technology from an ad verification,
monitoring and blocking perspective is still within
its infancy.
Preventing or lowering the risks of ad fraud really
is reliant on all of us, working closer with media
partners, tech and verification providers to not
only limit fraud on the platform, but also detail
when it happens to ensure that transparency and
collaborations are still at the forefront of these
conversations.

Rachel
Hall
Head of PMX Lift
Publicis Media
TV continues to be the most safe and trusted
environment for advertisers to deliver both longand short-term growth for their brands, but as the
TV ecosystem evolves it’s imperative that we as
individuals and an industry protect its reputation.
The CTV landscape is a great opportunity for
brands to reach viewers that are now watching
via streaming platforms, smart TVs and other
connected and OTT devices. But it’s also a
highly fragmented ecosystem with a vast array
of platforms and publishers, so brands need to
ensure that they are working with trusted and
verified partners.
At Publicis Media, we only use suppliers that
are Publicis Verified. These partners have met
industry leading standards for brand safety, ad
fraud and client data protection. Alongside this,
the increased awareness of the problems and
enhancements in detecting and eradicating fraud
across the industry mean that advertisers can
continue to use CTV with confidence.

Senior Director, Global
Investment Programmatic
GroupM Global
There is always the potential for fraud when
buying on the open marketplace. The digitisation
of television means TV inventory is now available
on programmatic platforms and could be made
available on the open market. This, along with
the fragmentation caused by new ways of
consuming digital television, has created a good
environment for fraudsters to find vulnerabilities
to exploit.
It is very important we handle this shift to digital
responsibly. We should work closely with TV
content providers, minimising middlemen within
the process, and offer a similar experience to
traditional IO where ad fraud is very limited and
the relationship between buyer and seller is on a
121 basis.
The industry is making progress; one example
is the recently launched GroupM Premium
Marketplace (GPM), GroupM’s initiative to ensure
our clients’ TV money stays where it belongs
and doesn’t get lost within the programmatic
ecosystem. GPM ensures every dollar spent
from our clients is delivered into non-fraudulent,
professionally produced, legit video content by
having a direct relationship and integration with
the media owner.

HOW TO BRING SMES INTO CTV

One of the major opportunities for broadcasters investing in CTV advertising is opening up their inventory to small and
medium sized enterprises (SMEs). While traditional linear TV has often been out of reach for smaller businesses, CTV’s
precise targeting and easier access make CTV much more attractive to SMEs. A report from research group Spark Ninety
produced for Ofcom found SME investment to be one of the major growth drivers for the CTV market
Self-serve ad platforms make CTV inventory much more accessible for these types of businesses by cutting out a lot of
the manual labour. But simply owning a self-serve ad platform isn’t enough. SMEs have very different requirements and
expectations from larger advertisers, and it’s important that these are catered to within the platform.
Peo Persson, co-founder of DanAds, a business which creates self-serve ad platforms for publishers and broadcasters, says
the very first thing a self-serve platform should do is ascertain what type of advertiser they’re talking with.

“You need to be asking what type of business they are, whether they’re a big brand, an agency, or an SME,”
says Persson. “Then you can ask more questions about what they’re trying to achieve, who they’re trying
to reach, and what their budget is. After that, the booking flow should change depending on what type of
advertiser you’re talking with.”

In mid-2022, RTL-owned ad tech business Smartclip adopted a similar approach, launching a completely separate self-serve
tool to allow SMEs access to its advanced TV inventory.
The booking flow doesn’t necessarily need to be simpler for smaller businesses. Persson said a common misconception that
he comes across is that small advertisers will need their hand held throughout the booking process, but often the opposite is
true. Many of these small businesses will be familiar with self-serve platforms through advertising on Google and Meta, and
will understand them quite intuitively.

SME investment
can be one
of the major
growth drivers
for the CTV
market

Managing costs and boosting
confidence
Before a small business even gets onto a self-serve platform,
a CTV publisher has to address one of the major deterrents
which prevents smaller advertisers from investing in TV:
cost.
Large minimum spend requirements have traditionally made
linear TV unaffordable for SMEs. If broadcasters carry these
same minimum commitments over to their CTV inventory,
that inventory will be inaccessible.
“You still need to have minimums,” said Persson, “because
CTV publishers have limited inventory, and if spend is too
small, they can’t deliver results for advertisers.” But these
minimum spends should sit more around the £500 mark
- small enough to be affordable, but large enough to buy
sufficient inventory to actually have an impact.
Producing TV-quality creative is also a cost barrier. “The
real cost lies in the creative – the ideation and subsequent
production,” Gee Ranasinha, CEO of KEXINO, a marketing
agency for small businesses, told VideoWeek. “Unless
your small business has in-house talent that can equal the
execution values from an external professional provider,
you’re going to be found wanting.”
So incorporating tools which can help lower these costs anything from guidelines on what makes for an effective TV
ad, to tech capabilities which can speed up content creation
- will be beneficial.

Talk to the human behind the
keyboard
Once these barriers are brought down, it’s still important to
remember that smaller advertisers will be looking for the
right capabilities in order to spend with confidence.
The ability to accurately target audiences - something
most CTV suppliers have invested in anyway - will be key.
Geographic targeting will obviously be important for any
businesses which only serve a small geographic area. And
clean room solutions which allow advertisers to bring in
their own first-party data can help attract spend from digital
native direct-to-consumer brands.
One of the major reasons that D2C brands are increasingly
turning to CTV is because they’ve maxed out the reach
available to them on other digital channels. Allowing those
brands to specifically target people who they don’t already
have a relationship with will give those brands confidence
that they’re not just paying higher CPMs to advertise to their
existing customers.
Similarly, strong measurement and attribution capabilities
will help prove CTV’s value to smaller businesses. Large
advertisers may be comfortable knowing that their brand
campaign reached millions of users, without needing to see
the immediate impact on sales. But smaller brands are used
to detailed campaign reports from the big tech platforms,
and will often look for the same from CTV.

Beyond all this, one major difference to remember with
smaller businesses is that as a seller, you’re less likely to be
talking with a big agency team or marketing department.
In some cases, it might be just one person who handles
marketing, or even the business owner themselves.
In this context, self-serve CTV platforms can learn from
ecommerce platforms like Amazon which have optimised
how to sell to individuals.

“If you go on an ecommerce site and put a shirt
in your cart but you don’t check out, we all know
what happens,” said DanAds’ Persson. “You get an
email reminding you and asking you if you want
to complete your purchase. So you need to have
that same mindset. If you see someone started
setting up a campaign with a £2000 budget but
they never completed it, you need to start talking
to them. Maybe you can offer them a discount for
a test campaign to get them onto the platform.
After all you’re selling something, just instead of
selling t-shirts, you’re selling inventory!”

WHAT’S DRIVING THE FAST
REVOLUTION?

Jan Vorndamm

VP International Ad Business | Pluto TV

Why are we seeing so much
interest in FAST at the moment?
While free ad-supported streaming TV isn’t new, we have
seen a lot of change and growth in the eight years since we
launched in the US as the first FAST platform back in 2014.
USA companies already dipped their toes into this ‘trend’
long before the pandemic came across. In Europe, FAST has
become popular more recently, thanks to multiple factors,
including the acceleration of content consumption during
the pandemic. CTV and FAST are now fast-moving trains,
and I’m sure the trend will continue to grow in the future.
Users are mainly driving this growth - they’re driving all the
fundamental changes in media consumption. More and
more viewers tune into ad-supported streaming because
it gives them free content, more choice in platforms, and a
good user experience. It provides that classic TV experience
where you can turn it on and start watching straight away
without choosing a programme first. At the same time,
from an advertiser’s perspective, FAST delivers everything
ad buyers are seeking for – media quality and engaged
audiences hard to find on linear TV. To summarize: I consider
FAST as the next step in TVs evolution, and it’s a “win-win’ for
everyone: Users, Advertisers, Publishers

What does good media quality and
a good user experience look like in
FAST?
FAST has proven to be a destination for premium video.
Usually, you won’t find user-generated content; it’s all
professionally produced or licensed. And some of those
players operate a lot like traditional broadcasters in that
they have programming teams that curate channels and
schedule the content, and vet any content which is licensed
from third parties.
Overlapping consumers’ and advertisers’ views - ad podding
helps to provide a premium experience between content
pieces. Viewers enjoy their show without getting disturbed
in the middle of a sentence. FAST ensures that experience
we learned in linear TV, where you usually have carefully
coordinated markers to transition into ad breaks without any
buffering.
As a result, buyers get best-in-class quality KPIs across
view-through rates and viewability, even though precise
measurement of viewability is still a challenge for 3rd party
vendors. Ads are being watched until the end without any
clutter or anything else disturbing the user experience.
Hence completion rates are high up by default.

What is dynamic ad podding, and
how does it fit into FAST?
We’re talking about having multiple ads sequenced into a
commercial break in content. When properly designed, it
allows you to integrate ads into your content feed seamlessly.
FAST platforms will usually set specific markers within the
content at the right spots, wherever it’s appropriate to run
an ad break, while the ad pod itself will dynamically fill those
up to a certain length, empowered by ad serving technology.
While publishers want to fill their pods as efficiently as
possible, they have to ensure a variety of ads. From a
publisher’s perspective, this is a benefit and challenge
simultaneously. One of those critical benefits circles back to
the premium experience and outstanding KPIs we mentioned
earlier. On the other hand, the challenge is beneath the
surface as tech challenges across yield optimization, or
deduplication come up.

Obviously, there’s so much
What are FAST’s major strengths
excitement about CTV at the
for advertisers?
moment - what’s life like for Pluto Combining the previous facts around the users’ and
advertisers’ perspectives, FAST offers an excellent
TV as a CTV-first publisher?
opportunity to support high-impact branding. Besides
As one of the pioneers, we have been facing pros and
cons throughout the last years. Everything we deliver by
design (content library, ad podding, UX, VTR, etc.) gives
us a significant advantage in the advertising industry. At
the same time, these benefits turn into challenges such
as fragmentation and measurement, which we have to
navigate.
Even one step before this: Back in the early days in Europe,
sales houses and buyers were skeptical of CTV and the term
“FAST,” and some players treated it like classic online video or
even linear TV. Market education about the ecosystem and
fragmentation of this new field was and still is a significant
effort.

inherently strong media KPIs, advertisers have a vehicle to
approach incremental and engaged viewers, so ad buyers
can reach people they may have missed on other channels.

Conclusion: With the emergence of CTV and FAST, the TV
advertising world changed. Given the remaining challenges
around measurement, I consider FAST still in the early days
from an EU advertising perspective. In other words: This is
just the beginning.

Especially the fragmentation of CTV platforms and devices
makes life difficult because you’ve got to develop and
maintain your product for all those platforms. Once you
release a new feature, you must release a version for every
device.
Last but not least: Measurement is still a challenge on
the advertising side. Buyers want to see evidence of the
efficiency and effectiveness of their ad campaigns, but
not all of those capabilities are available on the market yet.
That’s something we, as an industry, really need to come
together and solve.

Pluto TV, a Paramount Company, is the leading FAST
service, delivering more than a thousand curated
streaming linear channels and titles on-demand to a global
audience of nearly 70 million MAUs. Pluto TV’s footprint
extends across three continents and 30+ territories.

www.pluto.tv

Q&A

Tassilo Raesig
CEO | Joyn

Germany’s Joyn has been one of the most
ambitious broadcaster-owned streaming
platforms in Europe, and has quickly
established itself as a significant player in
its home German market.
VideoWeek spoke with Tassilo Raesig,
CEO at Joyn, to hear more about how Joyn
has grown its streaming audience, and his
thoughts on the international SVOD giants
launching ad-supported subscription tiers.

How would you characterise the
German streaming market? What
changes do you anticipate in 2023?
To understand the German streaming market, you first have
to know the German TV landscape.
There is a wide range of public and private TV station
programming available for free to all citizens in traditional
broadcast. Subscribing or even paying for additional content
is still a barrier for many in Germany and mainly established
for premium sports and high quality blockbuster content.
Nevertheless, the willingness of users to subscribe has
increased steadily in recent years if the content mix is the
right one and it presents exclusive formats such as original
productions or earlier windows to watch your favourite show
before it’s available on free TV. Even if forecasts say that
Germany will soon be the most important streaming market
in Europe, the budget of the consumers for subscriptions are
limited. With Joyn as an hybrid service with an strong AVoD
offer and additional paid premium offer we were clearly a
pioneer here. As announced by many players in the market,
this approach will probably be copied by a majority going
forward.

What has Joyn’s strategy been for
growing its audience?
Joyn relies on a very strong and broad library of free and
thus ad-financed content. And that is perfectly in line with the
current zeitgeist: Most households in Germany can and want
to afford only a limited number of streaming subscriptions.
We can already see that the major streaming subscription
providers are reaching their growth limits and that it is
becoming increasingly difficult for them to attract new users
or are even struggling with growing churn numbers. Joyn,
on the other hand, offers a sustainable hybrid model with a
strong advertising-financed area that is very close to its free
TV offering, provided by its shareholders ProSiebenSat.1 and
Discovery Networks International and many other publishing
partners. This allows us to combine this advertising-financed
offering with an exclusive but very attractive subscription area.
With its own productions, including numerous online stars,
Joyn bridges the gap between YouTube and traditional TV
and gives young talents and well-known content creators a
stage away from the usual social media channels. Joyn is
close to the realities of its users’ lives and can perhaps play
with local customs better than other market participants.
With around 30 million app downloads and over nine million
monthly active users, Joyn has established itself as a
relevant local player in the German streaming market.

How is Joyn competing with
the large international
platforms? And what will be
the impact of several of these
platforms running ad-supported
subscription Tiers?
We do not compete with international streaming providers,
we see ourselves as a complement. The international
streaming market is still moving strongly. Apparently, more
and more international competitors are also seeing the
advantages of an ad-financed VoD sector.
We are following the development with interest, but remain
relaxed: As a national provider in Germany, Joyn benefits
from strong formats such as our Joyn Original “jerks.” or
ProSiebenSat.1’s “Germany’s Next Topmodel”, “The Voice of
Germany” and “The Masked Singer”. Accordingly, we bundle
national brands with great appeal on our platform, some of
which have been established on TV for years.
Most recently we were certified by Interactive Advertising
Bureau (IAB) for our viewability on all our platforms, so
besides our broad content mix that shows the strength of
our ad product. In addition, we have one of the biggest TV
marketers behind us with Seven.One Media. And no one
knows advertising customers in Germany as well as they do
and no one is expanding its range of convergent advertising
products so effectively and efficiently like they do. So we’re
in the best possible position.

How easy has it been to bring
advertisers into Joyn, and what
has the strategy been there?
What are Joyn’s plans for 2023?
We will continue to expand our content offering in 2023
and further optimise our product to create a unique,
convenient streaming experience. Live events such as our
very successful “The Great Fight Night” as well as exclusive
previews from our shareholders will become more important
on Joyn. We will continue to focus on our users and show
them exactly what is relevant and interesting to them.
In addition we are releasing our 24/7 channels in the near
future, a curated streaming selection of our vast content
variety. So our users can have their very own “linear” TV
program and enjoy personalised lean-back entertainment.
AVoD will continue to play a crucial role for us and we will
present fresh and creative concepts for brand staging in line
with our user experience. We will continue to expand the
area of advertising marketing and offer innovative products
for advertisers. The possibilities for our users to interact with
their favourite content will also bring additional opportunities
for brands and advertisers.

Joyn is already positioned as a high-quality video brand
in the advertising industry and clearly benefits from
ProSiebenSat.1’s high expertise in TV marketing. We can
make use of various advertising possibilities - such as
targeting or data- based campaigns based on login data.
In addition, the advertising blocks from the live streams
on Joyn can be individualised, and thus campaigns can be
implemented here in a high-quality TV environment.
Demand here is developing encouragingly, with more than
a third more campaigns implemented here than in the
previous year. Moreover, the opportunities for ad-financed
streaming are very good - we see this in other countries as
well. Because the limits for what a household can spend on
entertainment - for the cable connection, the broadcasting
fee, sports offerings and perhaps two or three other
streaming platforms - have been reached. There are enough
people who want high-quality, free content that is financed
by advertising.
That’s a learned model. I expect demand from advertisers
to increase significantly.

BUILDING THE AD BREAKS CTV
AD BUYERS WANT TO TARGET

Paul Gubbins

VP, CTV Strategy | Publica
Many CTV publishers are currently implementing a programmatic strategy to take advantage of CTV’s growth.
In this overview, we provide some key areas for CTV publishers to think about, and a checklist to follow that will help you to
grow your streaming (direct & programmatic) advertising revenues this year.

Direct sales strategy
Many AVOD apps are not yet mainstream names and, meaning their direct sales team must work really hard to illustrate the
value proposition of their inventory. Make sure they are armed with all possible show-level insights so they can illustrate the
value of your audiences and the quality of your content.
Each agency group has their own internal buying practices when it comes to CTV and, unlike mobile, display, or traditional TV,
these are still evolving. Streaming ad buys often sit across multiple teams. Sales teams need to establish if they are selling to
a traditional TV team or a digital AV team, and hone the pitch narrative appropriately.
Traditional TV buyers will want to better understand how your AVOD inventory can supplement their linear TV buys, which slot
positions within ad pods you can open up for them, and how incremental audience reach can be achieved. The digital teams
meanwhile will see the data opportunity available to them in AVOD, and will want to better understand the datasets that can
be targeted, as well as how granular you can be when it comes to measurement, frequency management and reporting.
Ensure your sales team is well placed to navigate these types of questions. Step one could be sharing with them a breakdown
of avails using audience segmentation, for instance split by buying interests or age and gender.
The key is to have a sales force that can be execution agnostic, data driven, and confident to support both IO and programmatic
direct demand deals. Don’t let your sales team spend valuable time with buyers trying to convince them to buy via an IO rather
than a PMP or vice versa.

CTV programmatic strategy

Supply path optimization

CTV ad serving strategy

Many areas of the ad funded streaming ecosystem are still
evolving, which is why lots of AVOD apps are still using both
a managed and programmatic approach to secure demand.
However, CTV will quickly migrate to being predominantly
traded via programmatic pipes. Hence why we saw so
many ad supported streaming apps last year transition from
exclusive resellers, or a tiered waterfall approach, to adopt a
unified auction also known as header bidding, providing SSPs
with an easier way to both access and fill their inventory.

CTV publishers should be doing everything in their power
to better understand the buy-side’s requirements from
streaming inventory and making the data insights available
to them that enable DSP’s to increase demand.

Getting your CTV ad serving infrastructure right is crucial
when it comes to growing your advertising demand. Ensure
you have a robust strategy around ad podding, and can offer
buyers ad breaks that look and feel like traditional TV.

Examples of questions you may be asking when it comes
to CTV SPO:

Ad serving can often be overlooked when it comes to
monetisation strategies, but there’s so much value in realtime ad pod yield decisioning & frequency management.

Opening up access to programmatic demand via a unified
auction is a great start. But you really need to understand
how OpenRTB demand works when it comes to CTV in order
to maximise your fill and supplement your direct sales with
the incremental budgets that are available programmatically.

Why do buyers bid on some CTV impressions
and pass on others via my SSP partners?
Am I missing pockets of agency demand
because my SSP is not a preferred agency
partner?
Could passing a certain ID, such as LiveRamp
IDL, increase my demand?
Am I passing the CTV targeting parameters
(app-ads.txt etc) my SSP needs correctly?

TV buyers will expect advanced ad break controls they’re
used to from traditional ad buys, like the ability to secure ad
slot positions within an ad pod and to manage aspects like
competitive ad separation.
A server-side ad insertion (SSAI) infrastructure built for
programmatic can guarantee there will be no issues with the
delivery of the ad (preventing that dreaded loading wheel at
the start and end of an ad break), and can scale ad stitching
as your streaming audiences grow.
The growth in ad supported streaming apps over the last
twelve months means viewers have choice. Don’t let a poor
ad break experience result in lost eyeballs.

Could the passing of show level ‘context’
insights increase my demand?
Is my CTV privacy policy going to position me
well to capture SPO treated demand?

Although buy side ‘SPO’ is still predominantly a display
buying practice, it is quickly being adopted by CTV ad buyers
as the volume of AVOD inventory grows. Ensure you are not
negatively impacted by this fast moving optimisation trend.

Publica is an award winning Connected TV (CTV)
ad server owned by Integral Ad Science (Nasdaq:
IAS), that works with some of the biggest streaming
publishers & smart TV manufactures in the world.
Publica is a recognised leader in CTV SSAI & unified
auction technology.

www.getpublica.com

THE RISE OF PROGRAMMATIC IN CTV USING THE BEST OF A PROGRAMMATIC
INFRASTRUCTURE AND HOW TO AVOID
THE PITFALLS

Alex Hodge

Director of Ad Sales & Programmatic | Warner Bros. Discovery
The volume of on-demand viewing is driving scale in CTV
environments, but the UK’s traditional linear-style trading
doesn’t translate neatly across to CTV inventory. There’s
still some hesitancy from the industry to dive into the
opportunities CTV offers and embrace programmatic, this
boils down to two main factors.
Firstly, the word ‘programmatic’ still has negative
connotations in some circles. For some, it’s associated with
the race to the bottom which we saw with programmatic
display. For others it’s all about maximising reach through
cheap inventory, with performance-led campaigns,
retargeting, and mass reach with the risk of reduced
transparency and quality. CTV is very different from traditional
web-based display advertising in the type of content and
user engagement. CTV simply doesn’t have the near infinite
supply of inventory which display advertising traditionally
does. There are a limited number of ad breaks with a limited
number of ad opportunities, so the ability to reach the desired
user is very different. Each requires a different approach to
ensure the advertiser’s message reaches the right audience,
at the right time, with the biggest impact.

Secondly, share deals still play a huge role for the UK TV
industry. Traditional broadcasters are keen to protect
that ecosystem because it gives them reliable revenues,
transparency and ensures the consistent flow of quality
content for the UK public. With the rise in “cord cutters” and
the emergence of new streaming services with advertising
opportunities, the traditional model is changing. Traditional
broadcasters don’t want money moved out of that pot, and
features of programmatic trading like impression targeting,
dynamic pricing, and diversity of supply don’t fit into those
share deals.
CTV has struggled to fit into programmatic trading models,
or into traditional linear TV deals, sitting in the middle of both
ecosystems. That’s why agencies have faced challenges in
figuring out which teams should handle CTV, because it’s
broadcast quality content, but it’s not traded on linear share
deals or typically using the same measurement or metrics.
Yet, it needs to inhabit both of those worlds. It should be
fighting for AV budgets and for digital budgets. Resolving
these tensions will be key to its success.

The benefits of programmatic, without the drawbacks

Collaboration is key

Squaring this circle involves a rethink of programmatic trading, rather than just copying and pasting the display model over
to CTV. It requires a willingness to move beyond traditional share deals and historical ways of bringing advertising into the
living room. There is still a big need for the industry to come together to determine how exactly that looks. At Warner Bros.
Discovery, we’ve invested heavily in programmatic and organically been able to figure out what works for us and our clients.

Taking this approach has allowed us to grow our
programmatic sales organically, but without inviting in
the worst excesses often associated with programmatic
trading, there’s still lots of work for us to do as an industry
to keep growing CTV revenues. Collaboration is key, from
collaboration around the narrative to buyers, to best
practices, and standards.

One of the key things for us has been to prioritise ease of access for buyers, making sure that they’re able to buy through
routes of the least resistance. For example, we currently don’t separate our programmatic sales teams and direct sales teams,
we sell our inventory and invite buyers to transact in ways that work for them. If a buyer struggles to guarantee spend, they
can activate via a PMP instead of traditional IO or Programmatic Guaranteed.
Quality control is paramount for the big screen, but it’s not sustainable for broadcasters to each create their own walled gardens
as it increases the complexity of the buy and doesn’t allow for the ecosystem to innovate collectively with the introduction of
new partners and technology.
Buyers have a variety of reasons for buying through different partners and it’s important we move to a model to accommodate
these needs, while also ensuring there is a consistent publisher to advertiser relationship. To ensure a diverse but fair buy,
requires innovation and a header bidding style mindset. Although price is important, the user experience leads the mediation
process of which ads are shown and where.
We’ve carried over the diversity of supply, which is familiar from programmatic display, but it still looks quite different. For
example, it’s important for us to maintain control over auctions so that we can select who wins, which doesn’t necessarily come
down to just price. Our goal is to consider frequency, relevancy, interests and clash, and the optimal ad break in conjunction
with yield for each viewing experience.

Some of these conversations will be like those that have
been effective for traditional TV, such as setting standards
around measurement and compliance, while others will be
more unique to CTV and its requirements to ensure a fair and
premium marketplace for advertisers- all while maintaining
the standards viewers expect from the big screen.
It’s vital that this collaboration happens across the
ecosystem- it can’t just be the legacy broadcasters, or the
new CTV publishers, or the SSPs and DSPs. That whole
ecosystem needs to work together to work out those
standards and best practices for programmatic CTV and
only then will CTV be able to properly fight for AV budgets
and digital budgets.

It’s important that buyers speak with and have a relationship with us so we can advise on the best strategy to engage our
audience or guarantee delivery.

Find out more:

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/hodgealex

Warner Bros. Discovery, is a premier global media
and entertainment company, offering audiences the
world’s most differentiated and complete portfolio of
content, brands and franchises across television, film,
streaming and gaming.

www.wbd.com

TV AD COSTS ARE RISING SO HOW CAN ADVERTISERS
DIVERSIFY SPEND?

Alex Hole

VP and GM | Samsung Ads Europe
Fragmenting viewership has led to a fast-changing TV
advertising landscape. While streaming continues to take an
ever greater share of TV viewing time, the cost of living crisis
combined with the rising number of available subscriptions
has led to drops in subscriber growth. Ads are becoming
more expensive for brands at the same time that viewership
of linear TV is declining. Media buyers, facing attention
splitting across ever more platforms, may well be looking to
diversify their spend and find new and innovative ways to
ensure campaign performance.

Connected TV is a key avenue for advertisers to turn to in this
fast-evolving ecosystem. While linear ad buys are still pivotal
in most plans, the reality is that CTV advertising provides an
additional way to reach consumers whilst being affordable,
addressable, and accessible. For the end viewer, CTV is just
TV – lending the same brand-building power as linear ads.

Consumers are accepting of ads (again): 69% of UK consumers
are happy to watch adverts if the content is free but it’s crucial
that the ads shown are relevant (63% stating relevance of ads
as factor in the acceptability of ads)
Consumers tend to engage best with ads on FAST platforms:
with nearly half (48%) of respondents considering ads in
these settings to be relevant compared with 31% on BVOD or
35% on linear.

Incremental reach

Long term thinking

Using CTV to gain incremental reach makes TV buying
a more holistic practice and allows brands to tap into
addressable brand-building, while giving advertisers
access to an audience they’d otherwise have missed. For
example, Samsung Ads is able to use proprietary ACR data
to understand which TV sets have been exposed to linear
campaigns, and target relevant audiences that have not
yet seen particular ads. This delivers relevant incremental
reach to TV campaigns and ensures advertisers are able to
maximise reach to the best possible audience.

Many players in the TV ecosystem have tried to address
the rising cost of ads - one such approach is the possibility
of Ofcom increasing ad break length and therefore driving
up inventory volume. However, this strategy may ultimately
deliver more ad clutter and less attention for advertisers while eventually prices are likely to rise again.

Indeed, this approach can mean advertisers tap into an
audience that might have been otherwise totally missed low and no linear viewers make up 48 percent of Samsung
Smart TV viewers.
This work is exemplified by the approach of Vodafone UK.
The brand ran a TV campaign which aimed to encourage
consumers to switch their current broadband provider to
Vodafone. Samsung Ads reviewed the reach of the campaign
across the UK Samsung Smart TV universe and found the
campaign had achieved high exposure (92 percent) among
heavy linear viewers. However, it had struggled to cut through
to light linear viewers: those mostly or only streamers who
are difficult to reach via linear.

A more long-term solution is needed. Diverse ad spending
portfolios that reach viewers across linear and streaming
represent a more robust strategy that understands real
viewer behaviours and adapts accordingly. Not only this, but
innovations in CTV ad buying mean that at least part of the TV
buying process is completely addressable, driving relevance
for viewers. This is critical: while our recent research has
found that two thirds (69 percent) of UK consumers believe
it is acceptable to watch ads on their TVs in return for free
content, they highlighted the importance of those ads being
relevant to them.
Integrating CTV into TV ad buying is therefore a smart
approach from advertisers who want to reach audiences
moving out of linear spaces and gain incremental reach via
addressable advertising.

By targeting streamers and gamers who need highbandwidth broadband and who spend less time watching
linear TV, Vodafone delivered 12 percent incremental reach
- equivalent to 320,000 additional homes. This is a key
audience that might have been missed otherwise.

Samsung Ads delivers Advanced TV advertising at
scale. Our smart TV advertising solutions are built on a
unique source of TV data from more than 50M+ Smart
TVs across Europe.

www.samsung.com/us/business/samsungads/

SELL-SIDE VIEW

HOW BIG A ROLE WILL
INTERACTIVE AD FORMATS PLAY
OVER THE NEXT YEAR?

Dan
Callahan
Senior Vice President, Data
Strategy and Sales Innovation
Fox Corporation

One of the major opportunities presented by CTV is the ability to weave
interactivity into advertising.
When done right, interactive ads have the potential to be more engaging
for consumers and more effective for advertisers, enabling a lower
overall ad load at the same time.
So far we’ve seen major broadcasters experimenting with interactive
formats - will this ramp up over the next year?

I believe we are going to see a significant push
into interactive ad units and the testing of new
creative assets in streaming and CTV over the
next 12 months. The continued push around
audience targeting and personalisation will
play a significant part of this evolution, as well
as the need for marketers to measure ROI and
audience attention.
The outlook of a recession is hard to deny, and
brands are going to require more performance
metrics for the dollars they spend in advertising.
These factors coupled with the fact the
technology is ready, plus the SVOD services
looking to test an ad-supported tier with a
lighter ad load, all lend themselves to a push for
interactive/shoppable and new creative formats
that can drive and measure performance
beyond what a :15 or :30 unit can today.

Shan Eisenberg

Oswald Méndez

Chief Commercial Officer
Netgem TV

Chief Marketing Officer
Canela Media

Advertising on TV platforms is changing extremely fast. This is not surprising
when you consider that almost 83 percent of households have a connected
TV and more and more share of viewing (way over 50 percent in the UK) is
now streamed. This trend has been accelerated by the proliferation of AVOD/
FAST content that Netgem has spearheaded.

There has been an increased adoption of these ad units. Interactive ad
formats provide higher engagement; they are a great intersection of
dynamic and native elements and call to action that tracks performance
plus attribution.

Interactivity is an area where we invested very early on in the UK with
Netgem TV, as it allowed our Telco partners (now including TalkTalk) to
target customer segments - such as families with kids - with personalised
and interactive notifications for content preferences, NPS measurement or
interactive quizzes.
CTV Interactive Ads create memorable and more engaging experiences for
the consumer and bring digital ad insertion to the next level, maximising the
impact of advertising dollars. Looking ahead, it seems clear that interactive
advertising formats will play a prominent role in CTV advertising.

As advertisers and platforms become smarter in the use of these ad
units, the opportunities are endless. For example, there can be seamless
integration with content where these ad units are placed with an immediate
call to action.
A brand like Target could utilise them within family-friendly content as
parents gear up for Back-to-School. The ad unit could transport them to a
landing site to build their Back-to-School shopping list and get it delivered
to their home. There could even be discount codes and offers placed within
the content itself that could be unlocked to add a fun interactive element to
shopping.

ACR TV DATA FOR INCREMENTAL
REACH & IMPACT
Dan Conneally
VP, Agency Solutions - UK | Samba TV
Inflation and recession have become the latest macro level
concerns after the pandemic and the country is bracing
itself for a severe cost of living crisis. Marketers are once
again reassessing their investments and media strategies
to determine the best way to reach audiences at scale with
cohesive story-telling and brand experiences that strike
the right tone. In the meantime, 95 percent of all linear TV
ads are reaching the same 55 percent of audiences at an
average frequency of 76 ads a day.* These challenges, along
with existing fragmentation of TV viewership and increasing
CTV and OTT adoption, are translating into greater demand
for measurement and data to help marketers minimise
wastage, manage frequency and effectively reach new and
elusive audiences beyond linear to drive ROI.
Marketers are turning to source agnostic video Automatic
Content Recognition (ACR) technology outside the walled
gardens, integrated at the chip-set level of millions of smart
TVs globally, to understand their audiences, determine
viewership behaviour and optimise ad exposure across
household connected devices, platforms and services.
Agency holding companies are doing the same across key
markets to think more strategically about multi-market
planning for global brands, especially as linear TV inflation
continues to challenge audience reach at scale.
Source: Samba TV’s State of Viewership Report UK & Germany (Q2 2022)

They key is having a single 		
de-duplicated and holistic view of
TV viewership behaviour, reach and
frequency across linear and digital
environments to breakdown siloed
measurement and reach underserved or
undiscovered audiences at scale, with
greater speed, precision and accuracy.

Advertisers are pushing for a holistic view of
consumer behaviour across all channels; this
requires expanding TV currency measurement
beyond panel-only approaches. ACR data will play
a vital role in this through a transparent process
of validation and integration to ensure industry
trust in the data.

Paul Goode
SVP Strategic Partnerships
comScore

Benefits of ACR TV Viewership Data
For
Consumers

•

Relevant ads and content aligned with TV viewing habits, personal interest and lifestyle.

•

Seamless brand experiences no matter where content is accessed and consumed - no
more bombardment by the same irrelevant ads.

For
Marketers

•

Holistic measurement with more accurate, addressable and actionable data that’s
privacy-compliant to inform confident decision-making.

•

Unified view of CTV audiences across linear and digital to reach new and increasingly
elusive audiences.

5 USES CASES TO ACHIEVE INCREMENTAL REACH
1

Enhance linear campaigns with
digital

ACR data can help reach underserved streaming and elusive
audiences across linear and digital by measuring holistically
to achieve incremental lift on top of existing TV buys. An
example is activating sequenced second screen messaging
programmatically in conjunction with linear to achieve better
reach, frequency and scale.
2

Optimise targeting based on
viewership behaviour

Source agnostic ACR identifies content across linear,
VOD, OTT and video games, including heavy, medium
and light viewing, allowing marketers to optimise spend
more efficiently and effectively to reach elusive audiences.
Examples include: targeting heavy SVOD viewing households
and regular console gamers on second screens, or delivering
relevant ads over digital to light linear viewers who may be
less exposed to a brand’s TV campaign, without excess
frequency or wasted budget.

3

Reach elusive audiences on 		
non-commercial channels

The BBC, with a monthly reach of over 80 percent of UK
TV and broadband households*, has elusive audiences not
exposed to linear ads, such as those watching the news or
Wimbledon. It is a missed opportunity for marketers, but
screen level ACR data can address this and enable them to
engage with the very same audiences via digital campaigns
and second screens in the household for incremental reach.

5

Be front of mind through competitive
conquesting

The competition’s TV strategy does not need to be a
mystery. Through chip-set level integration, ACR can identify
households watching the competition’s ads and target them
on digital devices so marketers can be everywhere their
competitors are, and more.

Source: BARB Monthly Viewing Data, July 2022

4

Build impactful tentpole strategies

Save on potentially expensive 30 second ad spots around
major TV tentpoles aired on linear, such as Love Island,
Olympics or the World Cup, by utilising ACR data to identify
and reach the same sought-after audiences via household
digital devices, or by leveraging content affinity to engage
with fans during other TV shows they watch.

Television viewership data is the foundation
of all video advertising. Without accurate data,
advertisers cannot be certain they are getting
their money’s worth… Older, person-based panels
extrapolated television viewership data to the
general population, but ACR technology gathers
viewership data from a much larger actual
population than previously possible.

Frost Radar™
TV Viewership Data 2022
Frost & Sullivan

Linear TV still has strong reach with the viewing population, but there is a growing cross-screen audience that
is harder to measure in a fragmented landscape of high CTV and OTT adoption. ACR data is one of the best
routes we have to understanding what the largest screen in most homes is showing and what the viewing and
gaming behaviours are on other digital devices of that household. The fact that ACR data can also be tied to
geographical locations and postcodes means we can have a more in-depth understanding of household viewing
and create better joined-up ways to communicate to consumers across multiple media opportunities.

Alexis Faulkner
Chief Digital Officer
Mindshare UK

Samba TV is the global leader in television technology
and the first company to create data from CTVs using
Automatic Content Recognition (ACR). The company
powers real-time insights and audience targeting to
enable marketing efficiency and effectiveness.

www.samba.tv

CTV’S JOURNEY TO HYBRID
MONETISATION; COLLABORATION
IS RIDING SHOTGUN

Tim Norris-Wiles

Managing Director EMEA | Habu
Ad Tech is evolving more rapidly today than it perhaps ever
has, and nowhere is this more apparent than in CTV. Today
broadcasters & media platforms have a wealth of first party
data on their own customers, driven by the wave of directto-consumer & SVOD investments the industry saw over the
past five-or-so years. Their view of owned consumers has
increasingly become crystal clear.
But SVOD growth & revenues are now plateauing, and the
shift seems to be on to quickly leverage the consumer
identity assets they have amassed through new hybrid
AVOD monetisation models - before too many consumers
fly the nest.
Beneath the commercial surface waters, new technology
& privacy trends are driving advertising product evolutions
as embracing private data collaboration through data clean
rooms becomes the de facto premium CTV market offering.

Macro Pressures Are Forcing Change
2022 showed the first warning signs of consumer cutbacks in streaming, with both major SVOD players beginning to lose
subscribers at scale for the first time since launch. According to the UK’s Broadcast Audience Research Board (BARB) the
number of homes with access to at least one SVOD service fell from 19.57m in Q1 to 19.19m at the end of Q2, a net decline
of 382,000.
With Netflix announcing they would be introducing an ad supported tier, hot on the heels of Disney doing the same, the
industry certainly stood up and listened. If these gargantuans of subscription streaming have both realised that a more
holistic approach to revenue generation is needed, maybe they are a bellwether for the rest of the industry. Targeting lofty $65
CPMs, this upcoming crop of CTV inventory looks to be very much targeted at the premium end of the market, despite the
ongoing economic downturn.
Whether those rates are justified and will be achieved still remains to be seen, but with Disney publicly doubling down on their
data collaboration offering to bring new advertising products to areas such as targeting and measurement, the stage does
look to be set for a wave of formerly SVOD only platforms to launch premium, high-impact and identity-backed advertising
offerings alongside.
For any media owner who is about to embark on their own pivot to being more advertising-supported, there’s three things
they will need to consider to ensure that their shiny new ad products can compete, and enable them to ride today’s wave of
economic uncertainty.

Doubling Down on
Performance & Measurement

In Habu’s own piece of 2022 research The State of Data
Collaboration, we found that over half of respondents have
already used a data clean room (53%) and that almost 78%
planned to collaborate with other businesses to share data
or insights in the coming 12 months.

When times are hard, brand budgets tend to get hit first.
Marketers look to performance media channels and products
where they can more easily measure ROI. In fact, we’ve
already seen the surprise move from the UK government this
year to encourage businesses to cut media budgets instead
of increasing prices for consumers.
Of course historically TV screens have been the primary
vehicle for broad reach and branding campaigns, but during
this economic cycle broadcasters are going to need to design
their CTV ad offerings to incorporate custom targeting, and
custom measurement.

Data Collaboration is now
the New Normal

Pair Inventory Scarcity With
Unique CTV-Specific Formats

Following on from performance, under the hood we can
expect to see data clean rooms continuing to power most
new ad product offerings. Clean rooms allow for the secure
synthesis of broadcaster 1st party audience data and that of
their advertisers, to fuel better planning, increased accuracy
of targeting, suppression of specific audiences, and even
measurement down to the conversion level. Given the walled
gardens have been offering these capabilities as part of
their own offerings for over a decade now, it has essentially
become a table stakes expectation for advertisers and
agencies looking elsewhere.

It will be imperative for any new entrant into CTV advertising,
but particularly those running hybrid models with lower
subscription fees and ad support to “plug the gap”, to
carefully control scale of impressions and perceived ad load
to find the right balance of experience vs monetisation. For
most, it will make sense to adopt a combination of highly
customised, native CTV display experiences and more
typical video ad units.

Our mission is simple: Make it seamless for
our clients to plan, transact & measure against
the metrics pivotal to their business, through
technology, automation & data.

Lisa Valentino
EVP, Client Solutions & Addressable Enablement
at Disney Advertising

Looking at most CTV ad experiences today, there has been a
dearth of real creative innovation and that will likely have to
change if media owners are to capture the high pre-launch
CPMs they’re touting. It’s time for CTV to step up and take
centre stage on more unique creative experiences. This part
won’t be easy and it’s certain not to scale, further reinforcing
the requirement to be selective about which ads are shown
where, when and to whom. Fortune will favour the brave here.

As audiences continue to shift to CTV, advertisers
are doing their best to keep up. The CTV
opportunity, combined with advancements
in television measurement are upending the
industry, creating challenges and uncertainty, but
more importantly opportunities for companies
to reimagine their strategy in a way that fosters
collaboration. The winners will be those who
act today and face these changes with an eye
toward experimentation and innovation with new
technologies and strategies that will drive the right
outcomes and deliver the best experiences for
consumers and advertisers alike.

Habu is a data clean room software company that
makes collaboration across decentralized data safe,
simple, scalable, and smart. Our solution accelerates
time-to-value, while surpassing the most exacting
standards for privacy and security and provides endto-end applications that drive the business outcomes
that companies desire.

www.habu.com

LIVE SPORTS SSAI WILL POWER THE
NEXT GENERATION OF STREAMING

Andrew Rosenman

Director - Global Video Product Marketing | Equativ

As live sports events migrate from
broadcast to ConnectedTV and
streaming platforms, monetization
of these most expensive and
lucrative video rights will be
essential to the success of this
transition.

For the past two decades live sports has been the center of value
for multichannel video programming distributors (MVPDs) and
has helped to keep millions of households continuing to pay for
subscription television, as well as to offer a uniquely lucrative
advertising opportunity to sell air time to brands seeking mass
audiences at scale. But over time as the total number of pay
TV subscribers has declined, and the costs of sports broadcast
rights has spiraled upwards, the economics of making these
rights pay off have become more and more difficult.
Over the same period, the number of broadband households in
mature markets like the US and EU has skyrocketed, surpassing
in some countries even the penetration of subscription television
at its peak. The opportunity then to migrate live sports into
streaming platforms becomes apparent, but the advertising
monetization engine enjoyed by sports broadcasters doesn’t
translate as easily to digital streaming, where advertisers can
segment audiences by thousands of attributes instead of just
getting ad delivery to a single mass audience.

With very large technology players such as AppleTV+
and Amazon Prime Video beginning to commit huge
sums to acquire sports broadcasting rights, this
has the effect of distorting the real market value of
these rights since neither Apple nor Amazon have
broadcasting, or advertising, as a core profit center
or even really as a focus of their business. And in this
moment of ever-increasing cost of rights to distribute
sports content, the overall economics of sports begins
to collapse just as the transition to next-generation
advertising technology has emerged.

What makes this so hard are two unrelated, but equally
important factors: First, a live sports event does not
have scheduled ad breaks like a comedy series or a
news broadcast. The ad breaks come at unknown
intervals, and for unknown durations. Second, in a
unicast environment an ad server or decision service
must make ad copy selections almost instantly, many
millions of times, in hundredths of a millisecond. The
orchestration of both the timing and the sheer scale
of decisioning required to fulfill these ad requests can
be daunting.

FAST channels, or free ad-supported streaming
television, are a natural place for sports events to
appear, as they are accessible to a wide universe
of viewers on connected TV, desktop, and wireless
platforms at a relatively small cost to distribute per
stream. With such low barriers to entry, professional
sports leagues, individual teams, and even sports
governing bodies are recapturing their video
distribution rights and launching highly specialized,
owned and operated FAST services.

To further compound the difficulty of live sports
ad insertion, managing the priority of directly sold
campaigns, say for example to a beer or energy drink
brand that has a league-wide sponsorship and enjoys
category exclusivity, and those campaigns that are
selected and delivered programmatically in real time,
requires a set of sophisticated logic and business
rules that enforces the contractual commitments
of the broadcasters to brands while optimizing their
overall revenue.

Early-adopting viewers of streaming sports will know
the pain of watching a poorly constructed ad break,
a single commercial repeated ad nauseam, or the
ubiquitous static “slate” screen with a message that
the match will return soon. This is because unlike
a traditional one-to-many broadcast, each unicast
stream of a sporting event is a highly complex and
choreographed set of elements that when combined
give the appearance of watching live sports on
TV. However, digital advertising infrastructure and
downstream services required to provide a truly
personalized ad experience has not kept pace, limiting
the overall monetization of the sports streaming
audience and delivering a fragmented user experience.

Herein lies one of the last hurdles to making sports
a streaming-centric medium: the ability to generate
as much or more revenue from targeted advertising
as is currently being earned through broadcasting.
Harmonizing the needs of the FAST streaming
platform to deliver a broadcast quality ad experience
and the needs of the advertiser to target and measure
campaigns on a granular level is crucial to moving the
industry forward.

Building from the ground up we’ve created something
unique: a comprehensive, independent offering that
harmonizes market dynamics for both the advertiser
and publisher while respecting the consumer.

www.equativ.com

SUBSCRIPTION OTT SERVICES ARE FINALLY
INVESTING IN SPORTS RIGHTS – WHAT
DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE EUROPEAN
SPORTS BROADCASTING MARKET?

Jack Genovese

Research Manager at Ampere Sports | Ampere Analysis
The internet promised to revolutionise the way in which people accessed content, got informed, talked to each other, and why
not, followed their favourite teams.
It would be impossible to argue that the TV business has not been radically altered by the rapid shifts in consumption
dynamics, which was enabled by the growing uptake of fast broadband and connected devices. Across Europe1, self-reported
linear viewing has declined by 28 percent between Q1 2017 and Q1 2022, while on-demand viewing has grown by 73 percent.
Much of this disruption was driven by the diffusion of global subscription OTT services. These new entrants offered audiences
access to vast content libraries, at a fraction of the cost of a pay-TV subscription and with the added flexibility of monthly
subscriptions. In slightly over ten years, subscription OTT services overall have racked up 231m subscriptions in Europe (61
percent of which accruing to Netflix, Prime Video and Disney+ alone).2
Yet for live sports, change has been slower. In Europe, the subscription OTT business model for sports did not really take off
until 2016, when DAZN launched in the DACH region. Even then, its overall spend on sports rights accounted for less than one
percent of the total value of the European market.
Investment by this category of sports broadcasters has since grown rapidly, thanks to some major rights acquisitions in key
territories – leading subscription OTT services to account for more than 20% percent of the sports TV rights market across
the five largest European markets for the first time in 2022. This is an impressive development in itself, but compare that to
non-sport video content, where subscription OTT services represent 36 percent of the total global spend – surpassing the 20
percent mark in 2018.3
Source: Ampere Consumer. Data from the following 10 European countries: Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, UK. Survey of 2,000 nationally representative internet users per country between the ages of 18 and 64, run twice a year every year.
2
Source: Ampere Markets – Operators. Data relating to Q2 2022.
3
Source: Ampere Markets – Content.
1

On-demand viewing
has grown by
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%

Part of the reason why it has taken longer for the sports OTT
model to catch on has to do with the greater technological
challenges associated with live streaming, particularly at
mass scale. Even today, streaming of live sports is marred
by technical faults – such as the ones suffered by DAZN in
the first round of fixtures of the Serie A in Italy and of LaLiga
in Spain.
Furthermore, the endemic “live” nature of how sports are
consumed creates the economic incentives for traditional
broadcasters to continue to invest in live sports in order
to boost viewing, and thus advertising revenues, as well
as attracting paying subscribers in the case of pay-TV
operators.
However, there is another important factor which may be
limiting the scale of subscription OTT services’ investment
in the sports rights market – namely, challenges relating
to the business model. Over the past ten years in Europe,
pay-TV providers have accounted for the largest proportion
of spend on sports rights. That is because sports has
traditionally been used to attract subscribers to pay-TV
platforms, which typically bundle their sports offering to
higher-margin products – such as telecommunications or
basic entertainment channels, and typically for 12-month
contracts.

Subscription OTT, conversely, does not benefit from
the economies of scope provided by pay-TV bundles.
Furthermore, some of the features that consumers have
come to expect from subscription OTT services – such as
lower prices and shorter contracts – expose these services
to higher churn and higher price sensitivity. Combined with
some of the technical challenges described above, and
some of the problems marring subscription OTT services
more widely – such as password sharing and piracy, it is no
surprise that most “pure-play” sports OTT services struggle
to generate any profit.
Does this mean that we should not expect more investment
from OTT services? Not quite. Much of the media
consumption dynamics that have accelerated in recent years
is irreversible. Despite subscription OTT growth decelerating
in most developed markets in recent quarters, the underlying
shift away from traditional linear TV and in favour of OTT
consumption will largely continue nevertheless.
Furthermore, there are indications that media companies are
increasingly looking to use live sports to drive subscriptions
to their direct-to-consumer OTT services, bundling the
sports offering with their general entertainment content to
increase the “stickiness” of these streaming platforms. The
joint venture between BT Sport and Discovery, for example,

will make Discovery+ available to all BT Sport subscribers
– instantly boosting subscriptions to the subscription OTT
service. Meanwhile, Viaplay has launched its subscription
OTT service in several European countries (including the UK)
with a strategy to leverage sports to attract subscribers to
its platform which also combines premium Nordic scripted
content.
Greater competition for sports rights coming from
“generalist” subscription OTT services is the biggest hope
that sports bodies have to generate any meaningful growth
in the value of their TV rights in the future. However, rights
owners will want to make sure that they do not sacrifice too
much reach in exchange for broadcasting revenue growth.
Greater sports rights fragmentation has the potential to
negatively affect viewing, particularly among more “casual”
fans, and therefore reduce exposure – which could adversely
affect sponsorship revenues in the short term, and constrain
growth in the sport in the long run.
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